Full Product Overview

Track-Mount • Portable • Material Handling • Crushing • Screening • Washing & Classifying

When the job requires being on the move, track-mounted plants, our track-mounted crushers and screen plants are engineered for toughness, efficiency, reliability and adaptability for ideal application flexibility. Packed with many of the same features as our stationary equipment from Kolberg-Pioneer, Johnson Crushers and Andreas Impactor Plants, our track-mounted crushing and screening equipment is made to meet our customers' needs tomorrow.

A perfect fit for producers on the run. Our portable plants offer the same efficient and reliable performance as our stationary plants, allowing producers to keep production on schedule and meet their customers' needs. Components of our portable plants have been carefully selected to be as reliable and user-friendly as the equipment. Since it's compact and rugged, our portable crushing and screening equipment is easy to transport and quick to set up. With our portable plants, producers can stay efficient and effective on job sites from day to day and have the flexibility to meet their customers' needs.
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When the job requires being on the move, track-mounted equipment from Kolberg-Pioneer, Johnson Crushers International and Astec Mobile Screens is the answer. Packed with many of the same features as our stationary and portable plants, our track-mounted crushers and screens are engineered for toughness, efficiency, reliability and — most of all — mobility.
Exceptional portability and high productivity go hand-in-hand for producers on the run. Our portable plants offer the same efficient and reliable performance as our stationary and track-mounted plants, and provide versatility and adaptability for ideal application flexibility.

### Portable Plants

**Pioneer Jaw Crusher Plants**
- CS2056
- CS2650
- CS3055
- VS4450

**Cone Crusher Plants**
- K200PM
- K2006203CC
- K300PM
- K3006203CC
- K400PM
- K500PM
- K300PM In & Out
- K400PM In & Out
- Other sizes and models available

**Andreas HSI Plants**
- CS4233CC
- CS4250
- CS4250CC
- CS5260
- SS5260
- ProSizer 3100
- ProSizer 4200

**5054 Hybrid HSI Plant**
- VS5054

**VSI Plants**
- 1500 EV(H)
- 2500 EV(H)
- 4500 EV(H)

**Screen Plants**
- Horizontal Screen Plants
- Incline Screen Plants
- Combo Screen Plants
- High Frequency Screen Plants

**Fast Pack®**
- Primary Crusher
- Scalping Screen
- Secondary Crusher
- Secondary Screen
- Tertiary Crusher
- Finish Screen
- Control Trailer
Decades of engineering expertise are built into each conveyor, stacker and material handling system we produce, ensuring efficient and reliable performance to every corner of your operation. From standard to custom-designed solutions, Kolberg-Pioneer can provide the right product for any stationary or portable application.
Kolberg-Pioneer and Johnson Crushers International are world leaders in the engineering and manufacturing of quality crushing equipment. Regardless of your needs, Kolberg-Pioneer and Johnson Crushers International have a jaw, cone, HSI or VSI crusher that is an ideal fit for your operation.
Your ability to screen, sort and segregate material efficiently and quickly is vital to your operation’s overall profitability. Kolberg-Pioneer, Johnson Crushers International and Astec Mobile Screens engineer the toughest, most versatile, most efficient screens available. From horizontal and inclined to high frequency screens, we offer a screen that fits your operation’s unique needs.

High Frequency Screens
- PEP Vari Vibe®
- PEP Duo Vibe
- 3’ x 3’ single-deck up to 6’ x 24’ 4-deck

Horizontal Screens
- “FS” Finish Screen
- “LP” Standard
- “MS” Medium
- “HS” Heavy
- “XH” Extra Heavy-Duty
- 5’ x 14’ 2-deck up to 8’ x 24’ 4-deck

Combo Screens
- “CS” Combo
- “CF” Finishing
- 6’ x 20’ 2-deck up to 8’ x 20’ 3-deck

Incline Screens
- Cascade Incline Screens
- Quarry Incline Screens
- Buzzer Screens
- Low-Profile Incline Screens

Scalper Screens
- Medium Scalper Screens
- Heavy-Duty Scalper Screens
- Quarry Scalper Screens
- Mesabi® Scalper Screens
Washing and classifying equipment is a necessary part of any full-service operation. Kolberg-Pioneer offers a complete line of the industry’s toughest, most efficient washing and classifying equipment. Stationary, portable, and turn-key plant options are available in multiple configurations to ensure the production and budgetary needs of your operation are met.
Markets

Some say you can’t get everything you need from one source. We disagree. Our wide range of product lines, including crushing, screening, material handling, washing and classifying, track-mounted, stationary and portable equipment, offers comprehensive solutions for a variety of markets that no competitor can match. As the world evolves, we continue to consider the trends and forces that will shape our business in the future and work to ensure that what we create today will meet our customers’ needs tomorrow.
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